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When are elections held for your Chapter’s Board?
Please indicate month and year of your last election.
12/01/2014

# Regional Chapter members
134

# Full ISPOR members
15

Collect membership dues or fees from individuals?
No

Annual dues?
No

Chapter benefits
Access to publications and meetings organized by Chapter. Participation in research projects.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to membership recruitment, retention, and engagement
No new members engagement in 2016.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to education and training
Chapter has organized one training course in the field of cost-effectiveness modeling.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to research
Three research projects were started and are ongoing: cost of Febrile Neutropenia Analysis of drug prices and control mechanisms, perception of drug prices by oncologists and GPs.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to policy-related activities
Counseling Pharmaceutical Chamber of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina regarding new rulebook on drug price control and mark-ups.

Chapter’s accomplishments with regard to Chapter meetings, workshops, or conferences
2 Chapter meetings held - members participate by invitation/announcement; it was a brainstorming session and discussion on current issues related to reimbursement policies, drug prices and further chapter activities.

Chapter member’s accomplishments, including articles of note or awards
Members have published 2 publications and participated in ISPOR European Congress in Vienna (Forum, 3 posters) and regional meetings organized by ISPOR Serbia Chapter (conference and congress).

Describe any regional patient engagement activities
N/A

Describe any activities organized for students or new professionals
ISPOR BH Chapter was invited to present its activities and the basics of pharmacoeconomics to medical doctoral students in Sarajevo.

Chapter Affiliations

Sponsorship Agreements
Formal comments to governments or health authorities
Input to national or regional HTA activities
Committees or special interest groups
Registered with regional authorities

Chapter’s main goals for 2017:
In 2017 Chapter is planning: 2 chapter member meetings, 1 conference, 1 workshop, 2 research projects ending up with publication. Regional cooperation.

3 challenges the Chapter is facing at the start of 2017:
1. Finance
2. Staff
3. More members’ engagement.
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